HENGE KHOO MORAP YOIRANDIZ KOWO
ZODE KOUNKO SAMESHT FEES: $125

LOBA KO ANGLISI TOLUKO DURI KHE D TIRREI SI MOADO BAYAH
ENTHAMAP YO KAROLO SURE DS IRONSHI SIYEE NASAB SURE TIRREI
KHEYI
KHOOHEH MASHUMANDO LIPARHE D TOLUKO YO KEK D MASHUMANDO PALIHEH D
GERHAN KE D APASHI LE KUNGHE LIPARHE KHE YO D WALDIYO AO MAISHUMANDO
LIPARHE D KOREEH SOWAD ZHEE KEE BIIPHEE AO D ACPS ZODE KOUNKO LIPARHE
DSOWAD ZHEE KEE PRANAMHE LE KERREHEH TE KERREHEH TE KERREHEH
TINU KUNGHE KUNGHE TE KERREHEH
MELMANO ANNA KOUNKO CHI D TOOHEH KUHATAMO AO DENDO, KUMBIOTER
KURSONTO, AO HOUKHOFI KUHATAMO HEE AHEH MUKUMUNO WITANDI KOWO

D TOLUKI MEHALWISH AO HAAX
D MINI TOLUKI HE DERE DOWSHINE, JHEARSHINHE AO JHEEHEH DE SEHAR LEH 9:30
BHO HEE NA 12:00 BHO PURI HE 24/9/20-24/12 TÆRSER HE
KHEYI
HE XEHHEHI TOLUKI AO D MASHUMANDO PAMILHEH HE D KERREHEH KLIASA
GOLUMMON SINBIET, N, KOBIRI TOHEE, 111, HE KHEE111,
KUNGHE LERI 2314

KHOOHEH SHEETON LIYI

TOOHEE KHEH HE XEHHEHI TOLUKO D KERREHEH KLIASA FOLOM HAOSS KEE
WITANDI SIYEE. YOOAHYI 6 KHEH HE BO KOMAJEE XEHHEHI WOLI

KHOOHEH 1-7 AO XEHHEHI 24 ZODE KOUNKO BEE TE KERREHEH
MEJAJEE: YOAHYI 6 KHEH

DA MINI LIPARHE HEMMI NITEE
D NOUN LIKENEH 6/KNOW-9/9-9
d ZODE KOUNKO NOUN LIKENE
KHOLAXI XOHUNE: 4/9 D TOLUKI LOMORI, WEE: DEHMIBER
9 HED TOLUKI: 14/11. 11/11. 11/11. 11/27, 9/29
D TOLUKI WORESTI, WEE: D DEHMIBER

ANNLEEN NOUN LIKENE:

KOOH SEHKIN KEE YEE HE LANEDEE
QR D RAJESTER KULO LIPARHE, YOREE
LIPHEE KI FURMEE BKEE KREE

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/F24Reg

KHE TASSO MERSEI HE ERTNE LEE, MHNABAH KEE KEEHEE WIQES
newneighbors@campagnacenter.org Ya MEE TEE HE 8241-225-703

MOHMAYI, TOLUO NEE ZODE KOUNKO HE D HAYI BREEKAI KULO ARMOBIHI TE KEEKHEE
TIRRHEH TSCCIDOH KHEE KHEE XOHAXA HEE HEE. BEE TE KERREHEH KUHATAMO ZHE
KOUNKO XOHHEE HE WOGHISHI SHI CHI D TOLUKI KHEE XAI BREEKAI KULO TSCCIDOH
KULO LIPARHE LERU HEE WITNI

PASHTO
https://www.campagnacenter.org/program/adults-new-neighbors/
Adult English Language Learner (ELL) Program
Fall 2024

What we offer
Student Semester Fee: $125

- Multiple levels of adult English classes taught with a structured curriculum utilizing a rich selection of teaching materials
- Childcare available during class for pre-K children for additional minimal cost
- Family literacy events for parents and children and access to literacy tutoring program for ACPS students
- Access to a 10-week citizenship course
- Guest speakers who provide information on community services and info on jobs, housing, computer courses, and legal services

Important Dates for the Fall
Student Registration: NOW-9/6
Registration Open House: 9/4
First Day of Class: September 9
NO CLASS: 10/14, 11/1, 11/11, and 11/27-11/29
Last Day of Class: December 20

Online Registration:

To register, scan the QR code above or fill out the form at the link below:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/F24Reg

If you need help, please contact: newneighbors@campagnacenter.org or text us at 703-225-8241

Class Schedule & Location
- Fall classes will take place 9/9/24-12/20/24 every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday morning from 9:30 am - 12:00 pm
- In-person classes and childcare will take place at Christ Church’s Fowler House, located on 111 N. Columbus St., Alexandria, VA 22314

Levels* Available:
ALL levels will be offered in-person at Christ Church’s Fowler House. ONLY Level 6 will have a virtual option.

- In-Person: Introduction A (new Intro students) and Introduction B (returning Spring ’24 Intro students), Levels 1-7
- Virtual: Level 6 only

Levels* Available:

*Please note availability of classes/levels may change. All NEW students will be given a placement test to confirm which level is most appropriate. Returning students will be asked to also take an assessment to verify class level placement.

To see translated versions of this flyer in Amharic | Arabic | Persian | Pashto | Spanish, please go to our website at:
https://www.campagnacenter.org/program/adults-new-neighbors/